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The game

● How many earthquakes with M ≥ Mmin will 
occur in the next period ∆t? (rate)

● Where will they occur? (space)
● How big will they be? (magnitude)
● Oh, and let's play with probabilities.



RELM experiment
Target eqks with MANSS ≥ 
4.95 in California* for ∆t = 5 
years

Latitude/longitude cells are 
0.1° x 0.1°. Cells are 
divided into magnitude bins 
of 0.1 units.

Bins could be masked, so 
spatial coverage is not the 
same for all forecasts.

* The state of CA and areas around it 
where an eqk may occur and cause 
damage in CA Schorlemmer & Gerstenberger 2007
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Forecast, masked
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Example: Yan's forecast
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Example: Yan's forecast



Where are the probabilities?
Not deterministic: Yan didn't believe that 
there would be exactly 0.0002411383 eqks 
in that bin.

Implicitly, each lat-lon-mag bin is divided into 
number of events, and each forecast 
specifies a probability mass function for the 
number of earthquakes in each bin.



Where are the probabilities?
A one-parameter probability mass function? 
Poisson! The forecast is expressed as 
Poisson expectations.

Yan's forecast of 0.0002411383 
corresponds to a ~99.98% chance that 0 
eqks happen in this bin, ~0.02% chance that 
1 eqk happens, etc.



In 1000 words...
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Point being:

This forecast format 
tells not only the 
expected outcome, but 
the probability of any 
possible outcome.



Point being:

Once we have an 
observation, we can 
check how closely the 
model fits the 
observation using joint 
likelihood.
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Joint log-likelihood

f is the number pmf in each bin. Recall, ωijk is 
the number of earthquakes in bin ijk, not 
only 0 or 1. If f is Poisson, then we have:

L(Ω∣Λ)=∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

n

∑
k=1

p

f (ω ijk∣λ ijk)

L(Ω∣Λ)=∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

n

∑
k=1

p

(ωijk lnλ ijk−λ ijk−ln (ω ijk !))



This suggests some tests.

Two broad categories
● Consistency: Is the observation consistent with 

the null hypothesis that the forecast is the 
data-generating model?

● Comparison: Given the observation, how does 
forecast A compare with forecast B?

Starting point is Schorlemmer et al. 2007 SRL



Consistency: L(ikelihood)-test

H0: Forecast is the data-generating model

If the null hypothesis were true, the 
observed LL would look 'normal.' Each 
model has a likelihood distribution, 
approximate by simulation: simulate LLs by 
simulating 'catalogs.' Kagan & Jackson 1995

Schorlemmer et al. 2007



Consistency: LL simulation

For each bin:
Draw a random number x.

Use the number CDF for this bin to 
transform x to number of eqks.

Compute LL.

Lather, rinse, and repeat. 



probability



cumulative 
probability



x=0.69

cumulative 
probability



x=0.69→ω̂=3

cumulative 
probability



x=0.69→ω̂=3

L(ω̂=3∣λ=2.4)=−1.565

cumulative 
probability



Consistency: L(ikelihood)-test

Where does the LL of the observation fall in 
the distribution of simulated LLs?
If the obs. LL is smaller than most (95%), 
reject the null hypothesis (i.e., 1-sided test 
with α = 0.05), “model failed the L-test.”
L-test failures (alone) can be difficult to 
diagnose.

Schorlemmer et al. 2007, 2010



Consistency: N(umber)-test

See if N  falls outside
(i.e., two-sided test with α = 0.05*)

* minor mistake in formulation of Schorlemmer et al. 2007, 
corrected in Zechar et al. 2010 BSSA

N Λ=∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

n

∑
k=1

p

λ ijk

Number of earthquakes observed

N=∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

n

∑
k=1

p

ωijk

Number of earthquakes forecast

N Λ±2√N Λ



Comparison: (likelihood) R(atio)-test

Idea: indicate whether the obs. LR between 
two models was statistically significant
Suggested interpretation: reject (or don't 
reject) Model A in favor of Model B
But: null hypothesis was same as for 
consistency tests; R-test does not indicate 
superior model.

Schorlemmer et al. 2007, 2010



Comparison: (likelihood) R(atio)-test

Idea: indicate whether the obs. LR between 
two models was statistically significant
Suggested interpretation: reject (or don't 
reject) Model A in favor of Model B
But: null hypothesis was same as for 
consistency tests, R-test does not indicate 
superior model.

COMPARISON?
NOPE.



What have we?

● An L-test that can be difficult to interpret
- Conceptually, L-test is a convolution of the 

spatial component, the magnitude 
component, and the number component.

● No sensible method for comparison
– LR compares forecasts, but R-test does not



Consistency: S(pace)-test

Similar in spirit to N-test: derive a spatial pmf 
from the forecast by summing over 
magnitude bins, normalize so the sum over 
all cells is N.

Then, identical to L-test except simulated 
catalogs always have N events

Zechar et al. 2010



Consistency: M(agnitude)-test

Identical to S-test except summing over 
space rather than magnitude.
Compares forecast magnitude distribution 
with observed magnitude distribution.

(Most forecasts use Gutenberg-RIchter with 
b ~ 1.)

Zechar et al. 2010



Evaluation – comparison

IN: rate-corrected average info. gain per eqk
A, B: forecasts to compare
N: number of target eqks
Ai: rate of forecast A in the bin of the ith eqk
NA: total rate of forecast A
Is IN significantly different from zero? (Apply Student's paired 
t-test and Wilcoxon signed rank test to sample gains, 
resulting tests are called T and W.)

IN (A ,B) = 1
N ∑

i=1

N (ln A i

Bi ) +
N B−N A

N

Rhoades et al. 2011



Evaluation – comparison

H0: The information gain of each model relative to the other 
is zero.

T-test assumption: sample information gains are normally 
distributed
W-test assumption: sample information gains are 
symmetrically distributed

IN (A ,B) = 1
N ∑

i=1

N (ln A i

Bi ) +
N B−N A

N

Rhoades et al. 2011
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Data

31 eqks, 20 mainshocks,
very close to averages 
from instrumental era 

Including M6.5 offshore 
northern California and 
M7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah 
event

Zechar et al. under review
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Mainshock+aftershock forecasts

Zechar et al. under review
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Evaluation – comparison
RELM

Zechar et al. under review



Details and variations in 
manuscript and supplement

Something for everyone
Per-eqk comparison (not rigorous)
Consistency test p-values using 1M simulations
Information gains with uncertainty
Complete re-analysis ignoring masks
Analysis of Ebel et al. corrected forecasts
Analysis of Holliday et al. forecast as main+after w/ 
and w/o masking
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Open Questions

Alternatives to Poisson? Yeah, sure:
– Negative binomial (one additional parameter 

per bin or per forecast)
– Arbitrary/empirical: fully specified pmf in 

every bin

Alternatives to independent? Uhhh...
Alternatives to likelihood? Yes, if they make 
sense (more on this in the next session).



Open Questions

● Why are some forecasts better than others?
● What are the most effective methods for 

combining forecasts?
● How strongly do catalog uncertainties affect 

earthquake forecast experiment results?



Open Questions

● Where are the “physics-based” forecasts?
● What are the implications for seismic 

hazard?
● What is needed for a useful, inclusive, global 

experiment?



Thank you                                                         

ms at http://earth.usc.edu/~zechar/publications.htm
e-supp at http://earth.usc.edu/~zechar/relm

http://earth.usc.edu/~zechar/publications.htm
http://earth.usc.edu/~zechar/relm




Mainshock forecasts





Suggested ranking● Helmstetter et al.
● Wiemer and Schorlemmer
● Shen et al.
● Ebel et al. corrected
● Ward's seismicity
● Ward's geodetic with MMAX = 8.5
● Kagan et al.
● Ward's geological
● Ward's combination 
● Ward's geodetic with MMAX = 8.1 
● Holliday et al. 
● Ward's simulator
● Ebel et al.



Suggested ranking
● Helmstetter et al.
● Holliday et al.
● Bird & Liu
● Shen et al.
● Kagan et al.
● Ebel et al. (and corrected)



Evaluation – consistency
RELM

Consistency tests reflect 
precision, not only accuracy.



About those probabilities...

● Within each latitude-longitude-magnitude bin, the 
number of earthquakes is also binned.

● We want a probability in all of these bins! That is, 
for each bin, tell Pr(0 eqks in this bin), Pr(1 eqk in 
this bin), …, Pr(x eqks in this bin)

● We can simplify this greatly by assuming a 
Poisson rate distribution in each bin; then a 
forecaster needs to specify only the expectation λ 
in each bin. (Yes, this simplification is not great.)



A caveat: “masking”

● A player can claim total ignorance: mask the bin.
● If masked, the observation in that bin is ignored, 

and forecasts will typically only be compared in 
bins where both forecasts are not masked.
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